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Your hand is a map reflecting your personality, your past, and your personal potential. This book's
unique illustrated and interactive format is designed to give you instant access to the ancient art of
palmistry. As you answer a series of simple questions, you'll discover how easy it really isâ€•even
the novice can begin reading hands immediately! You'll learn how to interpret the length of the palm
and fingers, the four hand types, thumbs, marks on the fingers, the lines, fingernails, the mounts,
timing in the palm, and even the meaning of rings. Palmistry Quick & Easy also includes
information not found in other palmistry books. Notes for lovers, parents, managers, and astrologers
will add depth and additional insights into the important relationships in your life. Without saying a
word, your hands speak volumes about your personality. For example, the shape and size of your
hand can help you gain insight into your strengths and weaknesses. Do you have a long palm with
long, slender fingers? If so, you have a water hand, which means you are a sensitive, sympathetic,
and intuitive person who probably relies on emotions to make decisions. You may have to be
careful of being overly self-critical. Do you have a short palm with short fingers? Then you've got an
earth hand, and you are practical, reliable, and productive, although you may have to watch out for
becoming too single-minded or authoritarian. Palmistry is also funâ€•in any social gathering,
mention that you read palms and you'll soon have a crowd of people eager to find out more about
themselves. Palmistry Quick & Easy is just that: quick and easy. With its detailed
question-and-answer format, you'll gain a deeper understanding of yourself and the people around
youâ€•just by listening to what their hands have to say.
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Hazel does an amazing job in relating to the reader the means and methodology of Chiromancy
(Palm Reading). Filled with helpful diagrams and easy to remember interpretations, this book is a
must for the novice consultant/reader!Highly recommended without any reservation.

Misnomer on cover to say "Quick & Easy". No it's not. Lots of good information but one must put on
their thinking cap and digest the images. There's a lot to learn. Plenty of visuals but this is not
something you're going to pick up in an afternoon. Very detailed informtion.

I am a student of palmistry. Although I already have a palmistry book that I bought from my teacher,
this book provides a really "quick and easy" guide. It adds more to my background knowledge on
palmistry. I recommend this book for anyone who just start to learn about palmistry.ShirrinBangkok,
Thailand

This book is a simple quick study guide for beginner palmists. Covers the basics in an easy to
understand, organized way.

The author lays out an easy-to-understand and logical way to learn the art of palmistry. No book on
palmistry can really teach the technique "fast"; however, "Palmistry - Quick & Easy" is probably the
most efficient way to start reading palms.

Love this book, it has a lot of info. packed into a easy to understand form, and makes palmistry
interesting. Great for the first time reader, and a quick reference for a long time reader. (If Needed)

Easy to understand, and really good for hitting the ground running. I appreciated the walk-through
style for learning to evaluate features; they build on each other, and it helped me start putting things
into context.

This is my fave! Matches my thought on readings perfectly! Always use it as my dictionary!!!! A must
get for beginners and to have as your reference.
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